EEG assessment of brain activity: spatial aspects, segmentation and imaging.
High temporal resolution and sensitivity to index different functional brain states makes the EEG a powerful tool in psychophysiology. Its full potential can now be utilized since recording technology and computational power for the large data masses has become affordable. However, basic traditional strategies in EEG need reviewing. Conventional, spontaneous or evoked EEG traces which are used for various complex analyses give ambiguous information on EEG power (amplitude) and phase for a given point on the scalp. Principally, analysis should first be done over space, then over time, to avoid ambiguities or pre-selections. First or second spatial derivative computations can provide "reference-free" data for analyses over time. We propose to use direct, spatial approaches for the analysis of the scalp EEG field distributions when simultaneous recordings in several EEG channels can be examined. The ambiguity of the conventional EEG waveshapes results in different, equally "correct" scalp maps of EEG power of the same multichannel data for different reference electrodes. An exception are scalp maps of EEG power computed against the common, average reference, as they are related to the reference-free spatial distribution (maps) of the maximal and minimal (extreme) field values over time, and thus are directly interpretable in terms of net orientation of the generator process. A proposed, reference-free EEG segmentation into epochs of periodically stationary spatial distributions of the mapped scalp EEG fields uses the locations of maximal and minimal (extreme) field values at each moment in time as classifiers, and thus avoids the priviledging of two arbitrarily chosen recording points in the field.